Special Issue on

Cultural/Cross-Cultural Psychology Research

Call for Papers

Cultural psychology as a field, is largely a new discipline and it continues to produce striking evidence that challenge psychologists’ understandings of human nature. This new field has been revealing that cultural influences penetrate other psychological disciplines and shape how people’s mind operate. The research underscores how human thoughts occur within cultural contexts, and shows that different cultural contexts can lead to fundamentally different ways of thinking. The goal of this special issue is to provide a platform to explore the role of culture across many disciplines in psychology.

In this special issue, we invite front-line researchers and authors to submit original research and review articles that explore cultural/cross-cultural psychology research. In this special issue, potential topics include, but are not limited to:

- Methodology in cultural psychology
- Development and Socialization
- Self and identity
- Emotion and motivation
- Cognition and perception
- Religion and morality
- Multiculturalism or Biculturalism
- Language acquisition
- Child development
- Social behavior
- Family and social relationships

Authors should read over the journal’s For Authors carefully before submission. Prospective authors should submit an electronic copy of their complete manuscript through the journal’s Paper Submission System.

Please kindly specify the “Special Issue” under your manuscript title. The research field “Special Issue – Cultural/Cross-cultural Psychology Research” should be selected during your submission.

Special Issue timetable:

| Submission Deadline | February 28th, 2017 |
| Publication Date    | April 2017          |
Guest Editor:

For further questions or inquiries
Please contact Editorial Assistant at
psych@scirp.org